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Abstract
With the growing energy demand and need to decrease greenhouse gas emissions there has been a rise
in the popularity of renewable energy systems. One of the most popular renewable energy systems
over the past decade has been the wind turbine. Technological advances in modeling, prediction,
sensing and control combined with the current shift towards decentralized power have prompted
development of wind energy systems. Decentralized distribution allows for lower transmission losses
because of the closer proximity to the consumer and greater regional control. The wind turbine has
positioned itself as the leading energy system to serve as a cornerstone in the development of
decentralized energy distribution.

This research focuses on the development of a nonlinear dynamic model of a variable speed wind
turbine. The modeling effort is followed by model validation against published data. Subsequently,
benchmark control problems and existing control strategies are reviewed from literature. Emphasis is
placed on variable speed form of operation. Control strategies are studied for two different operating
modes of a wind turbine, namely operations below and above the rated-speed. For the former case
control design is based on power maximization and for the latter the control design is based on power
regulation. For each case, standard control strategies appearing in literature for individual operating
regimes are implemented, and thereafter focus is placed on robust performance. Subsequently
attempts are made to design new and/or improved strategies. The new control strategies proposed in
this research are based on principles from nonlinear control. Furthermore, the research attempts to
apply certain relatively new techniques such as extremum-seeking-control to the wind-turbine
application. Finally, the research proposes a switching method to combine the control strategies for
individual operating regimes.
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Chapter 1
Introduction
1.1 Motivation
With the expansion of population and increased global integration, there has been a large
growth in energy consumption. This poses a risk for depleting natural resources, and has
caused an increase in the demand for renewable energy generation systems [20]. Renewable
energy systems are poised to become a large part of the energy generation in developed as
well as undeveloped areas of the world [2]. They hold many advantages over traditional energy
generation methods. The greatest advantage is that the fuel used to generate energy is a
renewable resource. Although initial expenditures could be an issue, the overall costs of
installing and running wind turbines are rapidly reducing with technological advances [6].
Wind turbine technology is emerging from an adolescent form. Synchronous AC motors and
the power electronic inverters necessary to support them have only been technologically
competitive for the last twenty years. Both technologies continue to be developed
incrementally. A major hurdle for wind energy systems is interfacing with the centralized grid.
The use of micro-grids, or a small section of the centralized grid limited to a geographic area, is
the most popular solution [8]. The micro-grid uses the idea of decentralized energy
distribution. A small group of consumers is tied into a generation-consumption loop with a
multitude of small energy generators. The small energy generators are usually envisioned as
renewable energy generation systems. The once centralized grid becomes a combination of
many micro-grids running on multiple forms of energy generation. This allows for the economic
maximization of the use of renewable energy resources [20, 27, 28].
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Some of the most common research in the field pertains to the power electronics used in the
interaction between the renewable energy source and centralized grid: determining voltage
and frequency stability [14, 19] as well as power quality control [13, 27]. Other research has
focused more on the individual renewable energy system or large scale integration into the grid
[12]. These problems can only be addressed with a detailed model of a system with individual
autonomous control. There has been research into the development of detailed models of
wind turbines, and also into aspects of the control of the wind turbines, however neither has
been studied to a great extent since the dynamic interactions within the system can only be
exploited in a control system with a detailed systems model.
This motivates the development of this thesis. Now that there is a clear need for a holistic look
into the system of a wind turbine focus can be paid to the controls problems with the system.
The system needs to walk the line of extracting the most power possible while maintaining the
mechanical safety of the system. The aim is to reduce costs and increase output to increase the
rate of return for the whole system. A large gap emerges in the practical implementation in any
addressed control system for a wind turbine discussed in literature. The sensors used to
implement the control system may not be practical, and the robustness of the system needs to
be taken into account. The focus of this thesis is to develop a system that has taken these
needs into account.

1.2 Literature Review
The literature review has expanded the scope of the thesis, resulting in a thorough examination
of several topics prevalent in the area of wind turbine modeling and control. Much of the
research in this technology is relatively new with a majority of the research used for this paper
was published after 1995. Specific papers have garnered interest with recent literature and
thus lead me to use them as the foundation of my research.
There are two different types of wind turbines to distinguish between; there are Horizontal Axis
Wind Turbines (HAWT) which are the commonly seen turbines and also vertical axis wind
2

turbines which are not as popular of an energy solution [6]. The popularity of HAWT’s has
prompted the focus of the thesis in this area. There are two primary classifications of HAWT’s,
fixed speed and variable speed [22]. The fixed speed system is easy to build and operate but
does not have the ability that the variable speed system has in energy extraction, up to a 20%
increase over fixed speed [6, 22]. The variable speed system is much more complex to control
which has lead to multiple attempts at forming control strategy solutions. These factors have
tended the focus of the thesis to variable speed HAWT’s.
Looking now specifically at variable speed HAWT’s the main focus of the thesis is to develop a
dynamic systems model that can be used for future controls development. Reviewing the
dynamic modeling papers, it appears that only a few gaps arise. Of specific interest is [22, 23],
which are cited for their analysis of the dynamics of the turbine system. There is a common
oversight in the development in some research papers, which is that they being with a
simplified dynamic model, a model that does not take into account shaft dynamics. This is not
detrimental to the credibility of the control system that these papers develop it just does not
allow for all transient affects of the internal states to be witnessed in operation of a simplified
system. This gap will account for the improvement made in the system dynamics section of this
thesis, to complete a full dynamic model that accounts for all shaft dynamics.
There is considerable research occurring in the design of the blades primarily from an
aerodynamic standpoint [15]. Although this is not a concern of this thesis, it is important to
note that the main input into the wind turbine system is affected by blade design. The thesis
will use research in blade aerodynamics as it pertains to how the system will react to the energy
captured, so for this reason the aerodynamics research will remain an observed topic and not a
focus.
There are many aspects to wind turbine control systems. The authors of several papers
attempt to attack different problems that arise in wind turbine technology, dealing with
centralized power grid connection [12, 13, 14]. The research is mainly from the electrical
engineers’ standpoint as they address the problem of AC signal conditioning to match the
centralized grid voltage and frequency. Although grid connection will not be the thesis’ focus, it
3

is important to mention it since it is of fundamental importance. The thesis will focus on the
control system used to control the wind turbine as a standalone unit, and not the connection it
makes with other systems after the generator.
The literature reveals research which details the interactions inherent within the wind turbine
system [18]. It is within this area that the majority of system understanding can be gained.
Understanding these interaction allows for the manipulation of the dynamic interactions within
the system to achieve desired system outputs. It is within this paper that the concept of the
torque-speed plane is derived. The torque-speed plane is a physical representation of the
operating points and physical constraints of a wind turbine. This concept leads the way to
define the physical stability of the system. The systems’ interactions will become a focus of this
thesis for the practical understanding of the surveyed control systems.
With respect to wind turbine controls the two forms of turbine operation stem from the
turbine classifications, fixed speed and variable speed. The fixed speed system relies on the
manipulation of the blade pitch angle to modulate the output power [10, 13, 14]. Blade pitch
modulation is an important part of the wind turbine but the topic has been studied and several
control system solutions have been proposed in literature. The variable speed system relies on
the manipulation of the reactive torque of the generator [3, 4, 5, 13, 21]. This topic is a better
focus for the thesis because even with the amount of papers studying the topic there is a gap in
the research. The complexity of variable speed wind turbines has stifled some attempts at
controlling the system speed. There are efforts that will be built upon in the attempt to
address the control problem inherent in the variable speed operation of a wind turbine. The
key to the attempt made within this thesis is that there is a greater understanding of the
system dynamics and interactions in a wind turbine.
The idea of direct torque control of a generator is paramount to the research developed in the
paper written by Arnalte [1]. The paper presents an analysis and design of a direct torque
control system of a doubly-fed induction generator, a popular wind turbine generator. This
paper develops the idea that a rotor can be connected and controlled by a power electronics
package. The premise is that the power electronics have direct control over the reactive torque
4

produced by the generator, very similar to the idea of regenerative braking found in hybrid
vehicles. This thesis uses the concept of direct torque control over the reactive torque to
manipulate the speed of the variable speed wind turbine system.
Focusing on the main control strategies that will be highlighted for their use in this thesis, in [3],
a control strategy is presented that address the problem of how to control the wind turbine
when it is under that rated wind speed of the system. The method developed is a feedback
linearization method. The paper uses the concepts of dynamic interactions presented in [18] to
effectively establish a control strategy that is capable of wind turbine operation in the set
operating zone. This paper also highlights the uselessness of sensor measurement of wind
speed. The wind speed is not homogeneous across the area swept by the blades and therefore
cannot be accurately measured from one single point. This notion also drives the concept of
sensor reduction in this thesis. This paper will provide the background of the control problem
as well as provide a footing for more advanced control strategies.
In [5], a control strategy is presented to complement the strategy found in [3] since the strategy
presented does not work across the entire operating range of the turbine. The control strategy
presented in [5] is based on a cascaded nonlinear control system. This strategy will provide the
background needed for control system development. The concept is developed by the same
author as [3] so there is fluidity in the combination of the two control strategies. For practical
implementation there will need to be a combination of the two strategies that are developed.
Along with this greater understanding a novel concept will be introduced. The novel concept of
the thesis will be in the form of integration of adaptive control methods to reduce the number
of sensors needed as well as increase the system robustness. A form of adaptive control known
as extremum seeking control is introduced in [17]. Extremum seeking control is a strategy that
uses the theory adaptive control methods to formulate an error function yet it does so without
a known maximum value. This allows the control strategy to continually seek a maximum
value. Small perturbations are used to seek a maximum value at static operating points.
Extremum seeking control will be implemented as well as tested and validated to see its
usefulness for implementation.
5

The literature review has shown that there are research gaps that arise in the formulation of
control strategies intended for implementation on variable speed wind turbines. After an
understanding of where the current research is can an improvement be made. The thesis will
build upon where the current research is and establish a control strategy that is more efficient
and more robust. This will only be possible through a thorough understanding of the physical
system gained through the development of the dynamic systems model.

1.3 Basic Operating Principle of a Wind Turbine
1.3.1 Principle of Operation

Figure 1.1: Picture of a Horizontal Axis Wind Turbine

6

Figure 1.1 shows a HAWT. The principle of a wind turbines operation is extraction energy from
the wind. The wind impacts the (1) blades and causes a torque to be placed on the system; this
energy gets converted to rotational energy at the (2) rotor shaft. The torque is too large for a
typical generator so a (3) gear box is necessary to achieve an efficient use of the generator. The
mechanical power is then transferred through the gear box and delivered to the (4) generator.
The generator is responsible for the conversion of the energy from mechanical to electrical.
It is very important to look at a wind turbine from a systems perspective. The sizing of the
components is relative to each other. The power captured by the blades must be sized for an
efficient conversion to electrical power. The system must be designed for mechanical safety
and longevity as well. The challenge is to optimize the systems performance.
As shown below in figure 1.2, the power extracted changes with wind speed, this is due to the
rotor efficiency which is an important design criterion. Rotor efficiency is highly non-linear and
is dependent on the speed of the rotor, the speed of the wind and the blade pitch angle of the
rotor blades. Rotor efficiency will be described in detail in chapter 2.1.

Figure 1.2: Power Curves of Example Wind Turbines [23].
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1.3.2 Types of Turbines
The curves shown in Figure 1.2 address the classifications of wind turbines, showing a fixed
speed and a variable speed wind turbines power curve. The difference between the two wind
turbines is quite easily stated in that variable speed wind turbines are controlled to change
speed while fixed speed turbines are controlled to a finite speed [22]. For the wind turbine
being developed, the rotor speed will be dependent on the optimization of the rotor efficiency,
which is accomplished through generator torque control. The major difference between the
two is that the variable speed wind turbine can capture more energy than the fixed speed wind
turbine. Along with being more aerodynamically efficient variable speed turbines are fitted
with a more complex electrical system which is capable of system dampening and limiting
voltage sags to the grid through power smoothing. The drawback to variable speed systems is
that they are expensive and require complex control strategies. There is a benefit to fixed
speed wind turbines in that they are simple, robust and inexpensive but electrically and
aerodynamically inefficient [22].

8

1.4 Overview and Objectives

Figure 1.3: Thesis Overview

The objective of this thesis is twofold. The primary objective is to develop and validate a
numerical simulation model of a wind turbine system. The model will be developed from
existing work available in the literature. The model development will be performed in the
MATLAB/Simulink environment, and will be appropriately sized to add flexibility and scalability.
The model will then be verified and validated against published work. The mechanical
transmission components will be modeled in detail. The electrical component will be simplified
by capturing the essence of motor/generator principles. Power electronics will be treated as
static power conversion.
9

The second objective of this thesis will be a study of existing control issues, in particular control
methods applied below and above rated wind speeds. Existing control approaches given in [3]
and [5] will be surveyed and implemented. Simulation results will provide insight into the
performance of these methods under variable wind speed. This survey will highlight the
advantages and disadvantages of control system operation. This will lead to the future
development of robust control laws. Emphasis will be placed on desirable robust
characteristics as well as reducing the amount of sensors needed to accomplish the control
objective.

1.5 Statement of Work
After performing an in-depth literature review it is apparent that there is an interest in the
development of wind energy systems. The scope of the research is to assist in the development
of this new form of energy generation. Wind energy systems are the cornerstone of distributed
energy because of their technological versatility and their ability to adapt to the modernization
of the electrical grid. There has been extensive research into the electrical interface of the wind
energy system to the grid, and how the system interacts with grid frequency and voltage
fluctuations and disturbances, as well as research into the aerodynamic and mechanical portion
of wind energy system modeling. Until now there has been simplified modeling of wind
turbines only for the purpose of identifying control problems on the electrical portion of the
Mechatronic system. It will be a goal to develop a wind turbine model similar to what has been
established in literature yet captures transients of the system. This will further our
understanding of the characteristics of variable speed wind turbines by identifying control
problems and making possible the study of wind turbine stability. After an analysis of the
behavior, novel control schemes will be suggested to improve the systems’ performance.
Major Objectives:
•

Complete a mathematical model of a variable speed wind turbine capable of
dynamic response.
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o Integrate all major subsystems
o Aerodynamic wind to torque conversion
o Mechanical transmission
o Simplified electrical generator model
•

Validate basic operation versus models and simulation in published literature
o Validate developed model against power curves from across literature
search
o Verify that speed control does not exceed capability thresholds
o Identify maximum abilities of electric motor and verify that simplified
model stays within proposed abilities

•

Survey and implement speed control for a variable speed wind turbines based on
the literature review
o Base the speed controller on [3] for below rated wind speed and [5] for
above rated wind speed
o Base the control on generator current draw techniques [1]
o Develop with non-linear tracking control
o Test non-linear controller across wide range of wind speeds to verify
capabilities

•

Develop novel control solutions for both operation strategies (power
maximization and power tracking)
o Determine stability of novel control systems
o Synthesize control solutions together for holistic speed control
o Implement speed controller within the variable speed wind turbine
model
o Validate basic operation versus models and simulation in published
literature

•

Test novel variable speed controller against wind speed transients
o Characterize system response
o Analyze response for performance in transient situations

11

o Identify sensor deficiencies, redundancies or need for observers
o Identify parameter uncertainties and possible application of advanced
control techniques
•

12

Recommend improvements to control strategy

Chapter 2
System Modeling

2.1 Aerodynamic Subsystem Model
The principle idea of a wind turbine is to extract energy from the wind. The derivation of this
equation comes from the kinetic energy of the wind [19, 20]. This is shown as equation (2.1).
 %&' ( )%&*+, = ./



(2.1)

The kinetic energy equation needs to be expanded to incorporate the volume of wind traveling
through the swept area of the rotor blades. The power of moving air is represented in terms of
 , mass flow rate, , the velocity of the wind entering the blades, and

wind exiting the blades [22].
 = ./  
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0,
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Mass flow rate can be defined as equation (2.3).
 =  2
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(2.3)

These terms can all be combined into one equation which is the representation of the total
power captured by the rotor. This is shown below in equation (2.4).
 = ./ 7 2

3435


68 



−

0



(2.4)

The efficiency of the rotor blades is known as Cp [22]. This term is a re-arrangement of the
above terms in equation (2.4) and is defined as equation (2.5).
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The rotor efficiency can be described as the fraction of upstream wind energy captured by the
rotor blades. The rotor efficiency can also be described by a combination of blade theory and
momentum theory. This dictates new relationships be present to describe the phenomenon.

Cp is dependent on the blade pitch angle, , or the angle of attack of the rotor blades, and tip

speed ratio, λ, the ratio of the blade tip linear speed to the wind speed [4, 19, 20]. These both

affect the efficiency of the system. There is a limitation on the rotor blades as to how much
wind they can extract, or a limit to the efficiency of the rotor blades known as the Betz Limit.
The relationship of tip speed ratio is shown below in equation (2.6) in terms of wind speed,

rotor speed,  , and blade length, !" .
=

<= >
3?

(2.6)

A new definition of the rotor efficiency can be described below in equation (2.7) in terms of
blade pitch angle and tip speed ratio [10].
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The details of how Cp is a function of tip speed ratio and blade pitch angle can be seen below.
Note that the rotor efficiency is highly non-linear and makes the entire system a non-linear
system. Tip speed ratio serves as an index for several Cp curves that are dependent on the
blade pitch angle seen in Figure 2.1 below.
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Figure 2.1: Rotor Efficiency Curves as a function of Tip Speed Ratio and Blade Pitch Angle,
Based on [22]

All of the above terms can be recombined to find the power extracted by the turbine from the
wind, shown as equation (2.8).
 = ./
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(2.8)

2.2 Mechanical Subsystem Model
The mechanical aspects of the wind turbine are the rotor and the drive train. The figure below
shows a rotating mass model that uses rotational dynamics for modeling a mechanical system
with a gear box [23].

Figure 2.2: Drive Train Model with a Gear Box
Note that the rotating inertia of a mass is denoted as J, the dampening of the shaft or inertia is
denoted as D, the compliance of the shaft is denoted as K. The external forces applied to the
mass are denoted as T, for torque, and the resulting speed of the mass is denoted as . The

sub-notation of GB1 stands for the low-speed shaft gear within the gearbox while GB2 stands
for the high-speed shaft gear. The sub-notation of LS stands for the low speed shaft while HS
stands for the high speed shaft. The sub-notation of G stands for the generator and the subnotation of R stands for rotor.
Below is the relationship between position, angular speed and angular acceleration.
T<
T <
S = T = T /


/

(2.9)

From this relationship and the free body diagram the torque about a shaft can be developed as
equation (2.10) [23].
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 = S +  + 

(2.10)

In the previous equation, S,  ,  stands for the position difference between all components.
This is important because it does not simplify the system’s internal compliance, a common

oversight in turbine modeling exhibited in [23] and replicated in the numerous papers that
reference it. The idea is captured in [2, 3, 4] and then simplified in the control system
description. Applying the idea of total position to all four rotating masses the following
equations (2.11) through (2.14) can be derived.
 S + V  − WX9 + V @ − WX9 A +   = 

W SW + Y W − WX + Y @W − WX A + W W = −W

 SWX9 − V  − WX9 − V @ − WX9 A = −WX9

W SWX − Y W − WX − Y @W − WX A = WX

(2.11)
(2.12)
(2.13)
(2.14)

The assumptions made in the formulation of equations (2.13) and (2.14) are that the

SWX9 , SWX terms are equal to zero because of their direct coupling in the gear box. The use of
the gear ratio, the ratio between the radiuses of the driver gear to the driven gear, allows a

relationship to be drawn between the gear box inertias. The relationship that the gear box
provides to the system allows for the state equations to be represented.
<

Z&[* ![' \ = Z! = ]^. = <]^/ = <]^/


]^/

]^.

<

]^.

(2.15)

Rearranging equations (2.11) through (2.14) it can be seen that there are two state equations.
 S =  − WX9 −  

W SW = −W + WX − W W

(2.16)
(2.17)

With these relationships the mechanical system is fully defined. The preceding equations can
be manipulated to form the open loop dynamic of the gear box, shown as equation (2.18).
_ S + Z! ∗ W SW a =  − Z! ∗ W − _  + Z! ∗ W W a
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(2.18)

With this analysis there is no simplification of terms which has been commonplace in wind
turbine modeling research papers. This is the key development in terms of the system
modeling portion of the research because this model can capture the full dynamics of the
system. This is going to become important when analyzing the transient effects of wind on
wind turbine performance, because the full dynamics of the system will be present in the
response of the system.

2.3 Electrical Subsystem Model
The generator model that is most common among wind turbines is known as a Doubly-Fed
Induction Generator (DFIG) because of its ability to input as well as output power [1, 8, 10, 21,
22, 23, 25]. The difference between this and other electric machines is that there is a slip ring
assembly attached to the rotor that allows direct grid connection. The direct connection
necessitates a back-to-back voltage source converter because of inconsistency in signal. A
back-to-back voltage source converter is a combination of a rectifier in series with an inverter.
The circuit is pictured in Figure 2.3.

Figure 2.3: Schematic of a Doubly-Fed Induction Generator Tied to the Grid [25]
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For the scope of this paper, the DFIG can be simplified with the understanding that there is a
direct grid attachment to the rotor. The power flow is all that needs to be taken into
consideration, not the electrical dynamics, and for this reason a simplified DC motor model will
be developed. The simplified DC motor equation is shown in the below equations.

! stand for the voltage and resistance of the generator,

bcdcV stands



and

for the control

current that is being drawn from the generator system and  and  are the motor

constants.

=  W − !

Wdec = 
Wdef =

(2.19)
(2.20)

∗

(2.21)

With this simplification, the system speed and the generator torque can be calculated with the
inputs of the control current and the system voltage. Note that this model is a steady state
model as the inductor is not taken into effect. This is because the inductor is a very small value
and the steady state conditions will be all that is necessary for the analysis of the simplified DC
motor model. This satisfies the requirement of the model as the controlling equations for a
DFIG operate under the same inputs as the simplified model developed above. Although the
full dynamics of the electrical system are not captured, it is not the intent of this paper to
revolutionize the power conversion process involving the generator.

2.4 System Model
2.4.1 Literature Model
The literature review led to the discovery of a handful of papers that addressed the modeling
aspect of wind turbines. Most papers are eager to solve a question regarding the action of the
turbine, and there’s only one of few papers that regards modeling [23]. This paper details four
major modeling blocks that must be taken into consideration when developing a wind turbine
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model. The major modeling blocks are an aerodynamic block, a mechanical block, an electrical
block and a control block. A diagram can be seen in Figure 2.4, below.

Figure 2.4: Block Diagram of a Wind Turbine Model [23]
From Figure 2.4, the modeling complexity can be seen. The shortfall of this model is that the
mechanical block is simplified to a two mass model that is directly connected. For the purpose
of studying electrical engineering outputs of the system, you can assume this simplification to
be fine. Yet to understand the true transient response of the system the plant needs to
maintain the idea of true position, because before the system reaches steady state the rotor
speed does not match the generator speed in a gear ratio relationship. The mismatch in speeds
creates dynamics that need to be studied. This thesis endeavors to capture and account for
these transients in a robust control system design.

2.4.2 Dynamic Systems Model
The model developed for this thesis mirrors the model developed in [23]. The equations laid
out in the component modeling portion of the research paper are used in the modeling of this
system. Pictured below in Figure 2.5, is the current system model used for simulation.
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Figure 2.5: System Model of the Wind Turbine.

2.5 Model Interactions
The wind turbine has multiple dynamic interactions that must be understood to complete any
control development. The mechanical portion of the wind turbine accounts for a significant
amount of the specifications that the controls must be written to, the sheer size of the
components that are used in the blade assembly need to be taken into account. The inertia
seen at points of high wind speed operation limit the overall ability for wind extraction while
the rotor inertia hinders the ability for wind extraction at low wind speeds.
The torque speed relationship of the wind turbine is the primary relationship to understand.
The balance of torques, the aerodynamic torque from the rotor side and the generator torque,
allows for the system speed to be established. From this the idea of the torque-speed plane is
developed [18]. This is what the control system will be built upon. The torque-speed plane
allows for a relationship to be drawn between torque possibilities at certain speeds which are
set by wind speed and system speed. This relationship can be observed in the figure below.
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Figure 2.6. Torque-Speed Plane Representative Curves [18]

The generator torque is a reaction torque in response to the aerodynamic torque. The balance
that the generator torque strikes with the aerodynamic torque determines the system speed.
This is the paramount idea of a variable speed wind turbine because of its necessity for variable
system speed control. The ability to control the speed of the system through a generator
reaction torque allows the wind turbine the ability to modulate the power extracted from the
wind.
The generator torque is used to track system speed in the torque-speed plane. The control
system can manipulate the generator current draw to govern the reaction torque, which allows
for manipulation of the system speed. This requires the use of a power electronic configuration
typical to variable speed wind turbines. The package includes a doubly-fed induction generator
(DFIG) and a back to back voltage source converter. The DFIG is used because of the
configuration of the motor, which has a multiphase winding on the stator as well as the rotor.
This allows independent control of the motor speed from the grid connection frequency. The
back to back voltage source converter is used because it can be placed in series between the
rotor windings and the grid connection, modulating the grid frequency to command control of
the generator. The idea that a controller can control current draw from the generator and
exert control on the resulting mechanical speed is central to the paper on direct torque control
of wind turbines using DFIG [1].
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The idea of rotor efficiency (Cp) is now brought in to define a most efficient curve to track, from
figure 2.6. The rotor efficiency can be maximized on each wind speed curve; the collection of
these points builds the maximum efficiency curve. This maximum efficiency curve is described
in the equation listed below.
 bg

hij


=  

(2.22)

Where  can be defined as:
 = k!" P cl

9

9

mnop K

(2.23)

Equation (2.23) is a recombination of equation (2.8) with the use of optimal rotor efficiency,

cl . Equation (2.22) is the optimal torque available at any given rotor speed which produces
the maximum power at that condition.

The physical stability of the wind turbine system can be defined on the torque-speed plane.
Notice the positive slope of the curves in figure 2.7. This portion of the curve represents the
stall region or unstable region of operation. Stability for this system comes into play when it
meets a disturbance, and wind speed has previously been defined as a disturbance. This idea
can be better explained through viewing figure 8 below.

Figure 2.7: Representative Torque-Speed Curve [18]
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Figure 2.7 shows a scenario when there is a wind speed transient, pertinant to the situations
being analyzed in this thesis. If the wind turbine was at point a, and there was a sudden
transient wind gust that made the wind speed shift to curve U2, the system speed would stay at
rotor speed [ because the system does not have dynamics capable of changing in direct

relation to the transient wind gusts. This would put the system at point b, the aerodyanmic
torque can change very quickly as it tracks wind speed. This incease in aerodynamic torque
would cause an imbalance in the torques, and cause an increase in speed. The speed would

increase to ( and would drop the torque back to Tc as the new equilibreum point. Likewise, if

there was a sudden transient forcing the wind speed curve to shift to U1 then the system speed
would maintain at (, while the system torque would drop suddenly to Td. This decrease in
aerodynamic torque would cause an imbalance in the torques, and the system’s inherent

stability would force the wind turbine back to point a. This relationship on the torque-speed
curve is a stable relationship. If on the stall front region of the curve the change in rotor speed
leads to change in torque in the same direction, the imbalance would not return the system to
its previous equilibreum point. For this reason, it is desirable to make sure the operating point
never enters the stall front on the torque-speed curve.
The wind turbine system has multiple dynamic interactions that must be understood in order to
control the system. The point of the control system is to provide the environment for the
system to operate in the desired torque speed relationship. The fully developed torque-speed
plane, seen in figure 2.8, has the maximum efficiency curve laid out as well as several others to
note varying percentage of the efficiency curve. This will guide the development of the control
system.
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Figure 2.8: A Fully Developed Representation of the Torque-Speed Plane [18]
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Chapter 3
Model Validation

3.1 Below Rated Wind Speed
The model needs to be validated to prove that the dynamic equations presented in chapter 2
are similar to the power curve developed in literature [23]. The below plot is the steady state
result of the model run at each wind speed below rated wind speed. The dynamic model
needed to be simulated with a control system to prove functionality. The control system used
for the below rated wind speed is the same as was developed in the literature that will be used
as a basis for the development of the power maximization control strategy, [3]. The points
taken from the literature model [23] are shown to show that the developed model intersects
the same point.
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Figure 3.1: Model Validation Curve, Below Rated Wind Speed

Other key system parameters; current draw, rotor torque as well as system speed will be shown
to describe the full function of the model. Notice that all of the parameters increase with an
increase in wind speed. This is caused by the need to track the maximum efficiency curve
depicted in figure 2.8. The current controls the generator torque as the reactive torque to
balance the increase in rotor torque to balance the system speed at the optimal tip speed ratio.
The theory behind the control strategy will be developed in chapter 4.2.
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Figure 3.2: Model Parameters, Below Rated Wind Speed
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3.2 Above Rated Wind Speed
The model needs to be validated to prove that the dynamic equations presented in chapter 2
are similar to the power curve developed in literature [23]. Similar to figure 3.1, the below plot
is the steady state result of the model run at each wind speed above rated wind speed. Note
that above the rated wind speed the power output should track the rated power of the system.
The control system used to validate the model is developed in chapter 4.2. The points taken
from the literature model are shown as well to show that the developed model intersects the
same point.
6
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Figure 3.3: Model Validation Curve, Above Rated Wind Speed
Other key system parameters will be shown to describe the full function of the model. Current
draw, rotor torque as well as system speed will be shown. Notice that the current draw as well
as the system torque decreases while system speed increases. The reasoning is that the
operating point on the rotor efficiency plot shown as figure 2.1 is no longer on the optimal
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point of the curve; the operating point has shifted to a higher tip speed ratio. This is used to
decrease the rotor efficiency, and decrease the rotor torque. With less power incoming to the
system it is more able to extract energy at the rated power of the wind turbine. The reasoning
for this will be explained in chapter 4.3.
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Figure 3.4: Model Parameters, Above Rated Wind Speed
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Now that the model has been validated it is a candidate for a control system survey to see the
techniques that have been studied in the literature. From there the thesis will asses these
control strategies and make recommendations for more efficient use.
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Chapter 4
Control System

4.1 Control System Overview
Once the dynamic model was complete, the literature was reviewed to formulate the possible
control strategies to implement. The review highlights the need for two main operation
strategies, power maximization [3] and power tracking [5]. These strategies will be
implemented to facilitate a stability review. Once analyzed, recommendations will be made to
improve control system robustness and performance.
There are two operation strategies used for wind turbines, power maximization and power
tracking [22]. To adequately discuss operation strategies, a generic wind turbine power curve
will be presented:
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Figure 4.1: A Generic Power Curve of a Variable Speed Wind Turbine, Based on [22]

Figure 4.1 illustrates a cut-in wind speed which is determined by the inertia of the wind turbine
rotor. In other words there is a minimum amount of wind speed necessary to produce a torque
to turn the rotor. There is a rated speed of the wind turbine where the turbine reaches the
speed of rated power. The rated power for the turbine is noted because of its implication for
the system’s mechanical safety and longevity. The cut-out wind speed is also calculated to
account for mechanical limitation. When this speed is reached the wind turbine blade will stall
the system speed to avoid possible mechanical damage [22].
The power maximization operation strategy is implemented between the cut-in speed and
rated speed. This is employed to maximize the energy extracted from the wind up to the rated
speed of the turbine. This operation strategy uses system speed control to track the maximum
efficiency curve developed in the torque speed plane to maximize the efficiency of the
extraction of energy [18].
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The power tracking operation strategy is used above the rated speed to the cut-out speed. This
strategy uses system speed control to limit the power extracted from the wind turbine to the
rated power. This is in keeping with the mechanical limitations of the system.
There are multiple ways to slow the system and thus avoid mechanical damage. In some
systems the rotor blade is designed to enter into a stall region, or a point at which the rotor
efficiency is zero, subsequently stalling the blade. Another option is to use a braking clutch to
stall the system once the wind turbine reaches the cut-out speed. Blade pitch control systems
can create stall by modulating the blade pitch angle to a point at which no torque is exerted on
the blade by the wind.
The control system must ensure the system’s equilibrium stability as well as safeguard the
mechanical safety of its components. The steady state capabilities of existing control systems
have been validated and documented and the stability properties of the system draw our
interest. As mentioned before, wind speed is treated as a system disturbance. This can lead to
instability if the developed controls cannot accurately track the maximum efficiency curve.
The two operating strategies discussed are the focus of the control system. Each operation
strategy has its own requirements and complexities. The control system developed for each
operation strategy will focus on separate surveyed literature as a background for
implementation. Power maximization will focus on [3] while power tracking will focus on [5].
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4.2 Existing Power Maximization Control Strategy
The sole objective of this control strategy is to maximize the power extracted from the wind.
This makes efficiency crucial. The efficiency of the mechanical system, rotor efficiency, is
essential. In equation (2.6) the tip speed ratio can be altered to include the optimized points
shown in equation (4.1), this leads to a change in equation (2.7) seen as equation (4.2):
cl =

<nop >
3?

(4.1)

@cl , cl A = cl

(4.2)

Equation (4.2) references the maximum achievable rotor efficiency on the surface seen in figure
4.2.
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Figure 4.2: Surface Plot of Rotor Efficiency, Based on [3]
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To maximize the extracted energy the maximum rotor efficiency must be maintained during
operation. In order to achieve cl the system speed cl must change depending on the
wind speed as the variable, cl , held static . This can be seen in equation (4.3) which is a
rearrangement of equation (4.1).
m
cl = nop ∗
>

(4.3)

The controller designed for this operation strategy will implement the concept of feedback
linearization to track the maximum efficiency curve defined in equation (2.23) [3, 18].
Feedback linearization is a control technique that cancels out the non-linear dynamics in the
open loop dynamics to form a simplified closed loop dynamic equation for stabilization or
tracking. The rotor torque can be modulated to track the maximum efficiency curve in the
torque-speed plane by altering the generator torque. This strategy capitalizes on the torque
speed relationship which exists between the rotor and generator torque and the resulting
system speed.
The control system described above can be shown as figure 4.3.
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Figure 4.3: Power Maximization Control System
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In order for the system to track the maximum efficiency curve defined in figure 2.8 and operate
at the optimum point shown in figure 4.2, and by equation (2.23), the control input must
negate the non-linear dynamics of the system which are not related to the rotor torque. The
control input will include the dynamics that the rotor torque will track to achieve to the
maximum efficiency curve; the dynamics that the open loop system needs to track is shown in
equation (2.22). The open loop wind turbine system that was developed as part of equation
(2.18) will be shown for reference.
_ S + Z! ∗ W SW a =  − Z! ∗ W − _  + Z! ∗ W W a
The control input needs to cancel out the dynamics unrelated to the rotor torque. As
mentioned in chapter 2.3, the generator torque is now used to track system speed in the
torque-speed plane. The following represents the control input to the wind turbine system.

Z! ∗ W =   − _  + Z! ∗ W W a

(4.4)

The control input is in the form of equation (2.20), the result is shown below.

9
= 2q ∗W6 s  − _  + Z! ∗ W W a t
r

(4.5)

In closed loop form the dynamics of the wind turbine system are as follows:

_ S + Z! ∗ W SW a =  −  

(4.6)

In steady state operation the rotor torque will directly track the maximum efficiency curve. The
closed loop dynamics of the system should maintain equilibrium stability in the system in the
power maximization operation strategy. This can be simply shown by expressing equation (4.6)
in a steady state form.
0 =  −  

 = v w
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(4.7)

(4.8)

4.2.1 Stability Analysis of Power Maximization Control & Adaptive
Control Implementation
It is necessary to determine the stability of the equilibrium established in the closed loop
dynamics. Proving out the stability allows for the exploration of the use of adaptive control
law. Direct knowledge of parameters within the system is not possible because of the inability
to measure directly. For this reason it is important to have a control system that can operate
independent of system parameters. The following analysis will prove stability as well as the
capability to use adaptive control.
The open loop wind turbine system that was developed as part of equation (2.18) will be shown
for reference.
_ S + Z! ∗ W SW a =  − Z! ∗ W − _  + Z! ∗ W W a
This needs to be simplified in order to develop a complex control system, in this case the use of
adaptive control. One assumption can be made that will dramatically simplify the equation to
the point of ease of manipulation, W = Z! ∗  . This assumes that there is a direct

relationship between the two system speeds, the gear ratio. With this simplification, the
following simplified closed loop equation is found.
x S =  − Z! ∗ W − x 

(4.9)

Where.
x =  + Z!  ∗ W

x =  + Z!  ∗ W

(4.10)
(4.11)

The difference between equation (2.18) and equation (4.9) can be seen in the below figure.
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Performance of Eqn (2.18) vs Eqn (4.9)
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Figure 4.4: Performance Difference between Full and Simplified Model

It can be seen that there is no difference between the full model and simplified model. The
plant still has the full modeled dynamics developed in chapter 2.2, yet the complexity of the full
modeled system does not need to be included in the control system. This significantly reduces
the complexity and allows for a greater manipulation of the control strategy.
The control law presented in equation (4.5) requires the knowledge of the following

parameters, x &  . In the following analysis the x parameter will be treated as an unknown
and develop an adaptive estimation procedure. Subsequently, in a later chapter we will treat
 as an unknown.

Beginning with the estimation of the system dampening, we reform equation (4.4).
z{ 
Z! ∗ W =   − 
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(4.12)

This will form the following closed loop system equation.

z{ 
x S =  −   − x − 

(4.13)

Now the error dynamics must be developed. The error for the system speed is determined
based off of the system equilibrium established by equation (4.8). The system speed error
dynamics is as follows.

| =  − v w



(4.14)

The system dampening error can be defined as follows.
z{
|f = x − 

(4.15)

The substitution of the preceding errors can be included into the closed loop dynamics of the
system.

x | = − | } + v w ~ − |f 


(4.16)

From the definition of the preceding error equations we can re-write the equilibrium equation
as.
|

|f  = 0

(4.17)

A Lyapunov analysis will be performed to identify the stability of the equilibrium. The Lyapunov
candidate is chosen as.
=  x |  +  |f 
9

9

(4.18)

The Lyapunov candidate is positive definite as well as decresent with the following to be true.
9
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% 2x , 6 ‖)‖ ≤
9

≤

9


[ 2x , 6 ‖)‖
9

(4.19)

‖)‖ = |  + |f 

(4.20)

We next design the adaptation law for parameter estimation. The dampening error dynamic is
chosen as follows.
|f =

|

(4.21)

The derivative of the Lyapunov candidate is the following, where we assume that  is slowly

varying.

 = − |  } + vw ~ − ||f  + ||f 


(4.22)

 = − |  } + vw ~


(4.23)





Where the term is always going to be negative, therefore  ≤ 0. Using Barbalat’s Lemma, we

can deduce that the Lyapunov candidate is negative definite if the second derivative of the
Lyapunov candidate exists.
S = −2 | } + vw ~



(4.24)

This proves exponential stability as the control system will always tend for the error to go to
zero in an exponential fashion. This proof is the theoretical validation for the power
maximization control strategy.
The first order error dynamic of the system dampening allows an analysis of the adaptive
control capability of the parameter, found to be the following.
z{
|f = x − 

(4.25)

The derivative of the system dampening is equal to zero as that parameter does not change
with time.
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z{
|f = −

(4.26)

The error dynamic is only left with the change in the estimation of the system dampening
parameter. A combination of the terms in equations (4.21) and (4.26) yields the following
equation.
z{ = − |


(4.27)

This forms the adaptive control law. This dynamic forces a change in the estimation of the
system parameter until the system speed error goes to zero. Because of the use of observers in
the system (presented in chapter 5.4) and to avoid instability due to noise and un-modeled
dynamics, the following adaptive control law needs to incorporate a dead zone [16]. A dead
zone essentially forms a piece-wise function out of the error dynamic. This will set the control
system to use the adaptive control law as long as the system speed error is outside of a
tolerance band, or dead zone. The following equation defines the dead zone.

z{ =  − | if ||| >  

0 if ||| < 

(4.28)

There needs to be a tuning process to determine an acceptable value for  . Once an

acceptable value is found for  , it does not matter what the change in wind speed is. The

control system is robust to erroneous dampening parameter estimations defined by the
previous Lyapunov analysis.

Below is a chart that shows the parameter estimation during a simulation. Since this is a
simulation testing the capabilities of the system below the rated wind speed a step increase in
wind speed from 5 ⁄ to 6 ⁄ is shown below.
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Figure 4.5: Adaptive Control Estimation of Dampening Parameter
Below is a chart that shows a comparison between the control system run with and without
adaptive control. This shows that, although very small, there is an increase in power extracted
with adaptive control.
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Figure 4.6: Power Comparison between a Control System with and without Adaptive Control

4.2.2 Proposed Application of Extremum Seeking Control
The application of adaptive control has been explained in the use of the power maximization
control strategy for below rated wind speeds. The dampening value of the system is treated
unknown as the value cannot be measured. Therefore adaptive estimation of this parameter is
implemented. Another parameter that can only be estimated with the power maximization

control strategy is the value of  . This value is described in equation (2.23). Here, the values
of cl or cl are only estimations, leading to the uncertainty of the value of  . In

application, the values of cl or cl are measured after preliminary testing and are

implemented in the control system. The true values remain unknown as these measurements
can only be treated as estimations. Typical use of adaptive control [26] is not possible in this
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scenario as the control objective itself is determined by the value of  used in the control

design. Essentially what we have established as the maximum point for the wind turbine to

achieve is the value defined by the variable  . If the value of  is not at the true attainable

maximum then we are operating the turbine at a less then optimal point, which is not desired.
From this we cannot frame an error equation between the optimal power extraction and the
current power extraction because the optimal power extraction is unknown.
The use of a control strategy known as extremum seeking control [17] is a candidate to solve
the control problem. Extremum seeking control is a form of adaptive control that seeks an
optimum output for a given nonlinear plant with an unknown optimal point. It achieves this
objective by estimating an unknown parameter that determines the output. Developed in
literature, the extremum is a reference-to-output equilibrium map for a nonlinear system
stabalizable around each equilibria by a local feedback controller. The proof for this method
has been developed in the research paper; it is quite extensive and is a generic proof for any
nonlinear system with a feedback control. For this reason the wind turbine system will only be
conformed to the problem statement of extremum seeking control, and the concept of the
control will be explained in detail.
The established generic form for extremum seeking control is as follows. Consider the
following model and control input.
 = @, A
, = ℎ@A

(4.29)
(4.30)

 = @, A

(4.31)

 = @, @, AA

(4.32)

This forms the following closed loop system which has equilibria parameterized by .

The preceding closed loop system can be pictured in figure 4.7. This is in the form of the
control system needed for extremum seeking control which will be explained later in the
chapter.
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Figure 4.7: Generic Extremum Seeking Control Set-Up [17]

To put the wind turbine model in perspective, consider the open loop simplified system from
equation (4.9).
x S =  − Z! ∗ W − x 

Where  is the state, Z! ∗ W is the input. The output power is defined as follows.
 ,  = Z! ∗ W ∗ 

(4.33)

The control input is equation (4.4).

Z! ∗ W =   − _  + Z! ∗ W W a

(4.34)

Z! ∗ W = s  − x  t

(4.35)

Consider that the control law is a smooth function where  is akin to , a scalar parameter.


The above equations build the closed loop system of the power maximization control strategy.
x S =  −  



The closed loop system has an equilibrium parameterized by  .
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(4.36)


 = v w


(4.37)

This puts the wind turbine system in a form which enables us to make necessary assumptions
crucial for extremum seeking control. The first assumption is that there exists a smooth
function, , in which the following is true.

, @, A = 0 if and only if  = @A

(4.38)

We can form the wind turbine to this assumption by the following.


 −   = 0 if and only if  = v w



(4.39)

The second assumption is that for each  the equilibrium is locally exponentially stable;
essentially that the control system is robust to the parameter  in that it exponentially
stabilizes any of the equilibria that  may produce. To prove exponential stability the

following Lyapunov function candidate will be used.


9
9

=  x } − v w ~ =  x ε


(4.40)

The previous Lyapunov candidate is positive definite as well as decresent. The derivative of the
Lyapunov candidate is the following.
 = } − vw ~ x S



(4.41)

Equation (4.36) is substituted in to arrange the derivative of the Lyapunov candidate the
following way.
 = } − vw ~ 2 −    6
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(4.42)

Now the derivative of the Lyapunov candidate is rearranged to extract the error function
defined in equation (4.14).
 = − @ε A } + vw ~


(4.43)

 ≤ − sup } + vw ~ < 0 , ε ≠ 0 ∀ t ≥ 0


(4.44)





This is reasonable since we can assume to be operational in the power maximization mode
when the wind speed is below the rated wind speed, figure 4.1. This proves that the
equilibrium is exponentially stable.
The third assumption is that there exists a unique * that has the following properties.
@ℎ°A @ ∗ A = 0

@ℎ°A"@ ∗ A < 0

(4.45)
(4.46)

Fitting the wind turbine to the above assumption we yield the following.
¡

¡¢£

¡/

2 ,  ∗ 6 = 0

¡¢£ /

2 ,  ∗ 6 < 0

(4.47)

(4.48)

This assumption states that there exists a optimal,  ∗ , where power is maximized. The

objective of extremum seeking control is to develop a feedback control mechanism which

maximizes the steady state value of  without the knowledge of  ∗ . The function  , 

can be built from knowledge of the system. The relationship can be shown in figure 3.4 below.
This figure develops the static map of the nonlinear system needed for extremum seeking
control. The objective of extremum seeking control is to develop a feedback mechanism that

maximizes the steady state value of the extracted power without having the knowledge of  ∗ .
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Nonlinear System Static Map
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Figure 4.8: Static State Map  , 

Figure 4.9: Extremum Seeking Control Block Diagram, Based on [17]
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5

x 10

The basic idea of extremum seeking control is that it employs a slow perturbation signal

[ sin ¥', and is added to the best estimate of  , the output of the integrator gain, figure 4.9. If

the perturbation is slow then the nonlinear plant can be considered to be a static map.

Depending on which side of the value of  ∗ the estimation lies, the interaction creates a
periodic response of the extracted power so it is either in phase or out of phase with the

perturbation signal. The cycle between these allows the control system to find the maximum
point on the static map. To determine the estimate of  , conditioning of the power signal is

needed. A high pass filter is employed to eliminate the DC signal from the extracted power
signal. This is multiplied by the perturbation signal then passed through a low pass filter to

extract the DC signal of the product of the two sinusoidal signals. This DC signal is then passed

through an integrator which is used to build the estimate of  . The perturbation signal is then
added to the estimate so that the guess of  is perturbed in the static map. This will “seek”

the maximum output of the extracted power from the wind,  ,  ∗ , at a given wind speed.

There are characteristics of the extremum seeking control which must be understood in order
to build the feedback controller. The corner frequency of the plant model must be larger than
the frequency of the perturbation, which in turn has to be larger than the corner frequency of
the filters. This allows the developed theory to be implemented. Also the integrator gain as
well as the amplitude of the perturbation signal must be relatively small.
The proof for the extremum seeking control is quite lengthy and will not be included in this
thesis. The research paper by Krstic and Wang [17] will fully develop the proof on a generic
nonlinear plant system.
In the validation test below a series was run with a wind speed transient of be a step increase in
wind speed from 5 ⁄ to 6 ⁄. The test was run with the known optimal  . Another was
run with a known incorrect  . This test also featured a comparison to extremum seeking

control; the simulation that was run with extremum seeking control had a non-optimal starting
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point, the same as the test with the incorrect  . This allows a direct comparison to see how
extremum seeking control tracks to the most optimal parameter value.
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Extremum Seeking Control Comparison
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Figure 4.10: Analysis of Extremum Seeking Control under a Positive Transient

The result from the series run with extremum seeking is that it has a better power extraction
than the series run with an incorrect  parameter value. This is because the extremum

seeking tracking immediately seeked the most optimal value possible for the system. The
adaptive control is able to perturb the power extracted signal to find the maximum point on the
curve depicted in figure 4.8. Note that this is the highest possible extraction of power at that

wind speed. Shown below is the estimation of the parameter  , and the outputs of the filters

used by the extremum seeking control.
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Figure 4.11: Extremum Seeking Parameters

The estimated parameter has a perturbed oscillation which is responsible for the extremum
seeking. The oscillation attempts to move the parameter estimation along the x axis of the
graph shown in figure 4.8 and find the maximum value of the output power. The parameters
are tuned to not overshoot the optimal parameter value.
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Below are some other key parameters that have been charted. The systems current draw,
rotor torque and system speed have been identified as key parameters in the previous
chapters.
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Figure 4.12: Model Parameters under Extremum Seeking Control Strategy
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From this it can be seen that the model parameters act in similar fashion to the parameters
shown in figure 3.2. This is a transient test, which is a different test, yet the steady state values
match.
To further strengthen the idea that extremum seeking is capable of working in most conditions,
a simulation was run similar to the one above. The starting value of the extremum seeking
simulation was twice that of the optimal value. A non-extremum seeking simulation was run as
a reference to show the vast improvement that extremum seeking makes. This is shown below
in figure 4.13.
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Figure 4.13: Extremum Seeking Simulation under Extreme Conditions

Another analysis is shown that showcases a wind speed transient decrease in speed. The same
results as above are depicted. The extremum control in both situations has found a higher
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extraction power than the static counterpart. The results of this are shown in figure 4.14
below.
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Figure 4.14: Analysis of Extremum Seeking Control under Negative Transient

4.2.3 Combination of Power Maximization Control Strategy
The above modifications to the power maximization control strategy need to be combined.
This combination should yield a higher power extraction than the original strategy that was first
implemented. The combined strategy is much more robust in terms of parameter estimation
error through the use of adaptive control. The adaptive parameter estimation of the system
dampening and maximum efficiency curve allow the proposed power maximization strategy to
be implemented with only basic knowledge of the system parameters. This is desirable
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because the control strategy is now capable of being implemented on several differing wind
turbine systems because of the lack of need for system parameters.
The combined control strategy in Simulink can be seen in the below figure.

1
Wrotor
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Current

Wrotor
kt

De_hat

Current

Figure 4.15: Simulink Block Diagram of Combined Control System

The differing modifications to the original strategy will be showcased in a simulation that
captures a wind speed transient. The combination of the modifications should be seen to be
the best extraction of energy; as well the extremum seeking control will make the largest
difference in extraction. This simulation can be seen below in figure 4.16.
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Figure 4.16: Simulation of all Modifications to Power Maximization Control Strategy

In the combined control strategy there are two parameters that are being estimated. These
two parameters are shown in figure 4.17. It can be seen that both parameters find a steady
state condition, or the error dictated in the parameter estimation control law has reached zero.
This is critical to the maximized energy extraction while having little knowledge of the system
parameters. Regular system parameters are also shown in figure 4.18. These can be used as a
gauge to see that there is a similarity with figure 3.2 and figure 4.11.
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Figure 4.17: Parameter Estimation Plot
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Figure 4.18: Model Parameters for Comparison

4.2.4 Power Maximization Control Validation
This strategy needs rotor speed to operate which can be supplied by the wind turbine through
the use of a sensor. Shown in the development of the adaptive control strategy an observer
can be used to measure the system voltage and use that to accurately find the system speed.
The control system can be simply validated through a simulation to see if it can attain the
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estimated maximum efficiency curve, or match the validated points of maximum power which
are determined by the estimated maximum rotor efficiency. The following is an output of a
simulation that tested the power output capabilities of the power maximization control
strategy.
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Steady State Comparison Test - Output Power
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Figure 4.19: Simulation of the Power Maximization Control Strategy
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4.3 POWER TRACKING CONTROL STRATEGY
The goal for the power tracking control strategy is to regulate the performance of the wind
turbine system to a static power output, known as the rated power or reference power. This
reference power is present for the mechanical safety of the turbine. Wind speeds that are
excessively high can increase mechanical fatigue and could cause failure. The reference power
is the power that is present on the output power curve at the rated with speed, which for this
turbine model is 1.5 MW. A generic model of this can be seen in figure 4.1.
In the development of the control strategy in the literature [5], it can be seen that controlling
the operation of the turbine in this strategy is more challenging. For this reason there are two
additional control strategies that are proposed to address the control problem. Even the basic
idea of PID control will not suffice for a control strategy because of the need to have a different
tuning of the gains at each wind speed. The gains used for a small wind speed transient are not
the same optimal gains used for a larger wind speed transient. For this reason a more
sophisticated control strategy is necessary.

4.3.1 Existing Control Strategy
The control strategy discussed in [5] relies on a strategy built around a dual loop cascading nonlinear controller. The objective of this controller is to optimize the power extracted from the
wind turbine at all wind speeds higher than the rated speed on the turbine. The technique
used employs a feedback linearization with asymptotic rotor speed reference tracking. A
picture of this control system is pictured below.
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Figure 4.20: Power Tracking Control System [5]

For the internal loop, known to be the system speed control loop, the generator speed tracking
error is shown below.
|< =  − W

(4.49)

A first order dynamic is applied to the speed error to ensure that the error decays to zero
exponentially.
|< + [0 |< = 0 , [0 > 0

(4.50)

Equation (4.49) and (4.50) combine into the following forming the speed control loop equation.
SW = S + [0  − [0 W

(4.51)

Recall equation (2.18) as the fully modeled open loop dynamics of the wind turbine system.
_ S + Z! ∗ W SW a =  − Z! ∗ W − _  + Z! ∗ W W a
Equation (4.51) is substituted into the open loop dynamics of the gear box system.
_ S + Z! ∗ W S + [0  − [0 W a =  − Z! ∗ W − _  + Z! ∗ W W a
(4.52)
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The above can be re-arranged to find the control input to the wind turbine, which is generator
torque W .

9
W = 2 6  − _ S + Z! ∗ W S + [0  − [0 W a − _  + Z! ∗ W W a
W

(4.53)
To solve for W the following variables will be needed, yet not supplied by the wind turbine,

S &  . The preceding control loop, known to be the system power control loop, will find

the needed variables through the idea that we need the generator output power to match the
reference power.
 = Wd

(4.54)

Where Wd can be found from the following re-arrangements of equations (2.19), (2.20) and
(2.21). For reference all three equations are shown below.
=  W − !

Wdec = 
Wd =

∗

Equations (2.19) and (2.21) can be combined to form the following.
Wd =  W −



!

(4.55)

Remembering that the motor constants are equal,  =  , equation (4.55) can be rewritten with a substitution from equation (2.20).
Wd = W W −



!

(4.56)

The last term in equation (4.56) is known as the power loss (equation (4.57)). This is
representative of difference between the mechanical power being delivered to the generator
and the electrical power output from the generator. The power is lost through the resistance of
the windings of the motor.
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Vc =



!

(4.57)

Looking back to the relationship formed in equation (4.54) we can substitute in equation (4.53)
and (4.56) and find the following.
 − _ S + Z! ∗ W S + [0  − [0 W a
9
 = 2 6 ¦
§ W − Vc
W
−_  + Z! ∗ W W a
(4.58)
The variables S &  can be solved for as the input to system speed tracking loop, equation
(4.51).

9
S + [0  = 2W∗¨ 6 2 − _ S + Z! ∗ W [0 W a − _  + Z! ∗ W W a −

s

]

W∗@l=©ª 4l«n¬¬ A
t6
<]

(4.59)

This forms the cascaded control system formulated in [5]. Essentially equation (4.59) is used to
solve equation (4.51) which supplies the needed variables to equation (4.53). This strategy
needs rotor torque as well as rotor speed to operate, both can be supplied by the wind turbine
through the use of sensors.
The control strategy can be simply validated by running a simulation to see if it can attain the
reference power across all wind speeds greater than the rated wind speed. The simulation
shown in figure 4.21 shows the steady state output power of the wind turbine model at each
wind speed (x axis) from the rated wind speed to the cut off wind speed. This is compared to
the validated points at each wind speed. From studying the output shown in figure 4.21 it can
be seen that the performance of the control system is not desirable. The control system does
not accurately track the reference power of the turbine. For this reason there is a loss of power
that could potentially be captured by the turbine. This is unacceptable for system performance
as the goal of the wind turbine is to maximize the possible output power while maintaining
mechanical stability. For this reason, other possible control strategies were surveyed.
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Figure 4.21: Simulation of the Power Tracking Cascaded Control Strategy

4.3.2 Proposed Control Strategy #1
The control strategy that was alternately developed follows the same structure as the control
strategy for power maximization based on feedback linearization discussed in section 4.2. The
controller develops a control input that cancels un-wanted dynamics in the plant model to force
the system to track to the reference power. Reference power is tracked instead of the
maximum efficiency curve. The objective of this controller is to regulate the power extracted to
the rated power at all wind speeds higher than the rated speed on the turbine. A picture of this
control system is pictured below in figure 4.22.
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Figure 4.22: Power Tracking Control System Based on Feedback Linearization

The control input will include the dynamics that the rotor torque will track to tend to the rated
power. For reference, equation (4.4) will be shown.

Z! ∗ W =   − _  + Z! ∗ W W a

To mimic the same behavior of equation (4.4) with the feedback linearization method, a value
to track needs to be configured. A manipulation of equation (4.54) will be used to find the
value that will be tracked.
Substituting equation (4.56) into (4.54) forms the following.
 = W W − Vc
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(4.60)

Since the control strategy is manipulating the open loop dynamics, or the mechanical portion of
the system, the value to track is the mechanical power that will achieve the reference power. A
re-arrangement of equation (4.60) forms the following.
W W =  − Vc

(4.61)

Equation (4.61) gives us the value to track in the first proposed control strategy. The following
forms the control input to the wind turbine system.
Z! ∗ W =

l=©ª 4l«n¬¬
<=

− _  + Z! ∗ W W a

(4.62)

Since the actual output of the control system is control current draw, the above equation must
be modulated to be in the form of control current draw. This modulation is in the form of
equation (2.19) and the output is shown below.
= 2q

9

r ∗W

6s

l=©ª 4l«n¬¬
<=

− _  + Z! ∗ W W a t

(4.63)

In closed loop form, the dynamics of the wind turbine system would be the following.
l
4l
_ S + Z! ∗ W SW a =  − =©ª< «n¬¬
=

(4.64)

The establishment of the closed loop dynamics allows for the required tracking of the rated
power in the torque-speed plane. The closed loop dynamics of the system should maintain
stability in the system in the power tracking operation strategy.
This strategy needs rotor speed as well as generator speed to operate. Both can be supplied by
the wind turbine through the use of sensors. The control strategy can be simply validated by
running a simulation to see if it can attain the reference power across all wind speeds greater
than the rated wind speed. The following simulation is similar to figure 4.21, it shows the
steady state output power of the wind turbine model at each wind speed (x axis) from the rated
wind speed to the cut off wind speed. This is compared to the validated points at each wind
speed. From studying the output shown in figure 4.23 it can be seen that the performance of
the control system is not desirable. The control system does not accurately track the reference
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power of the turbine. For this reason there is a loss of power that could potentially be captured
by the turbine. This is unacceptable for system performance as the goal of the wind turbine is
to maximize the possible output power while maintaining mechanical stability. For this reason,
another possible control strategy was surveyed.
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Figure 4.23: Simulation of the First Proposed Control Strategy

4.3.3 Proposed Control Strategy #2
The final control strategy developed is a form of feedback control that adds an error tracking
term into the control system input. The controller develops a control output that forces the
system to track the reference power. The objective of this controller is to regulate the power
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extracted to the rated power at all wind speeds higher than the rated speed on the turbine. A
picture of this control system is pictured below.
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Figure 4.24: Power Tracking Control System Based on Feedback Control

The control law is developed to have the output power of the system track the reference
power. This idea is captured in equation (4.51) shown below for reference.
 = Wd
The proposed control law developed here uses the same idea as the preceding proposed
feedback linearization control law yet does not attempts to cancel out the un-need model
dynamics. With this idea the generator torque will directly track the mechanical torque needed
to ensure that the system is regulated to the reference power. Equations (4.55), (4.60) and
(4.61) are restated as a reference to how equation (4.65) is calculated.
Wd =  W −



!

 = W W − Vc
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W W =  − Vc

The intent of the control system is to adjust the system speed through the modulation of
generator torque. Equation (4.61) can be divided by the generator speed to arrive at condition
that physically represents the generator torque tracking the mechanical torque needed to
attain the reference power. This is shown in equation (4.65) below.
W = s

l=©ª 4l«n¬¬
t
<]

(4.65)

The control output must be in the form of control current draw so the above term is modified
using equation (2.20).
= 2q ∗W6 s
r

9

l=©ª 4l«n¬¬
<=

t

(4.66)

In closed loop form the dynamics of the wind turbine system are as follows:
_ S + Z! ∗ W SW a =  −

l=©ª 4l«n¬¬
<=

− _  + Z! ∗ W W a

(4.67)

This is different from the previous control strategies because neglected the model dynamics of
the system. This control strategy focused on the electrical system to regulate to reference
power. This is important because both of the previous control strategies did not attain
reference power. More specifically existing control strategy or the first proposed control
strategy did not achieve reference power because it linearized the system dampening term
causing an error to occur in output power. This proposed control strategy needs only rotor
speed to operate and can be supplied by the wind turbine through the use of a sensor.
The control strategy can be simply validated by running a simulation to see if it can attain the
reference power across all wind speeds greater than the rated wind speed. The following
simulation is similar to figure 4.21, it shows the steady state output power of the wind turbine
model at each wind speed (x axis) from the rated wind speed to the cut off wind speed. This is
compared to the validated points at each wind speed. From studying the output shown in
figure 4.25 it can be seen that the performance of the control system is desirable.
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Figure 4.25: Simulation of the Second Proposed Control Strategy

The preceding output power plot shows that in steady state conditions, the second proposed
control strategy is capable of attaining reference power. This is acceptable for system
performance. For the above mentioned reasons, this is seen to be the best possible control
strategy for operation in steady state conditions.
Essentially the power tracking strategy tracks the power extracted by the system to a rated
maximum power level established for mechanical safety. It does this by measuring system
speed and correcting the speed based on the internal dynamics of the system. This method
does not use any sensors to measure system torque or wind speed. This reduces the
complexity of the controller as well as reduces costs within the system itself. Because of
variability across the swept area of the blades wind speed measurement is not a completely
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reliable signal, so to have a wind turbine control system not dependent on such a measurement
is an advantage.

4.3.4 Power Tracking Control Stability Analysis
To implement a control system, it is important to determine its feasibility. The second
proposed power tracking control strategy is a simple feedback control strategy, so an analysis
of the system is simplistic making the integrity of system parameters inconsequential. The
control system is based off of the generator, so no approximations of the system parameters
are needed. The analysis conducted will be a look into the manipulation of the equations used
to develop the control strategy and simulations of the results.
The analysis will be best explained on a simplified closed loop system, this requires a
combination of equations (2.18) and (4.67) shown below as equation (4.68)
x S =  −

l=©ª 4l«n¬¬
<=

− x 

(4.68)

The equation (2.8) shown below, is used to develop the power for the wind turbine and can be
manipulated with the knowledge that  =  .
 = ./

R



This allows for the above equation to be written in the following way.
 = < ./
9

=

R



(4.69)

Equation (4.68) can now be used to explain the stability of the second proposed tracking

control strategy. The x term can be left out of the analysis because it is significantly smaller
than the rotor torque term.
x ≪ 
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(4.70)

Now substituting in equation (4.69) and using equation (4.70) into equation (4.68) the following
relationship is formed.
9
x S =  ./
<
=

R

 −

l=©ª 4l«n¬¬
<=

(4.71)

Note that the rotor speed is in the denominator of both terms in the right side of the equation
while it is in the numerator in the left side. This stands for when there is a difference in terms
on the right side, or there is a change in wind speed, the rotor speed will change to compensate
for the difference. If the wind speed increases the right side of the equation is positive and the
rotor speed accelerates, once the terms on the right side start to equal, the change in rotor
speed stops. This holds true for a decrease in wind speed. This change in rotor speed changes
the tip speed ratio and therefore changes the rotor efficiency. Below figure 2.1 is placed as a
reference along with equation (2.6).
=

<= >
3?

Equation (2.6) shows that an increase in rotor speed will increase the tip speed ratio that the
turbine operates at. This increase in tip speed ratio will change the operating point of the wind
turbine; this will decrease the rotor efficiency. The power maximization control strategy is
operating at the most optimal point on figure 2.1, once the power tracking control strategy is in
operation, the operating point will change on the rotor efficiency curve. This can be seen on
the plots in figure 4.26.
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Figure 2.1: Rotor Efficiency Curves as a function of Tip Speed Ratio and Blade Pitch Angle,
Based on [22]

The below figure shows the change in rotor speed when a change in wind speed is introduced.
The change in rotor speed affects the tip speed ratio that the turbine is operating at which in
turn directly affects the rotor efficiency, shown in figure 2.1. The wind speed has a positive
transient introduced in the simulation, the wind speed starts at the rated wind speed and then
the transient pushes the wind speed into the above rated wind speed region.
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Figure 4.26: Model Parameters for Power Tracking Stability Analysis

Additionally, the typical model parameters that are shown are also shown below in figure 4.27.
These can be used as a gauge to see that there is a similarity with figure 3.4.
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Figure 4.27: Model Parameters for Power Tracking Transient Test
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Chapter 5
Control System Validation
5.1 Power Maximization Control Validation
5.1.1 Inherent Stability
The wind turbine system must maintain stability to ensure that the mechanical components of
the system do not get damaged during normal operation under the rated wind speed. The
torque speed relationship established in the dynamic interactions of the turbine (chapter 2.5) is
the relationship that must be manipulated and maintained by the control system. A validation
of the control system is equivalent to testing the stability property of the system within the
torque speed plane.
The system has a natural tendency to track to the maximum efficiency curve with the power
maximization control system under the rated wind speed of the wind turbine. If the system
diverges from the maximum efficiency curve then the system becomes increasingly unstable
which is undesired system operation.
The test shown below was designed to see the torque-speed variation of the system under
three different wind speeds, and also to study the path that the system uses to achieve the
points on the plot. The system was subjected to three different wind speeds, Vw1, Vw2 and Vw3
with the following properties Vw1<Vw2< Vw3. The point of the test was to see if the system
would converge to the maximum efficiency curve when a transient wind speed was introduced
to the system. In this case a step change in wind speed was used as it is the worst case scenario
transient behavior for a system input.
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Figure 5.1: Analysis of the Torque-Speed Relationship in the Wind Turbine System

The system started on the first wind curve, depicted as Vw1, which represents a constant power

available at that wind speed, at a speed of ® and torque of Ta. After it was subjected to the

increase in wind speed Vw3, the immediate transient in rotor torque raised to point Td. The step
change in wind forced the rotor torque to deviate from the maximum efficiency curve. The
dotted line in the chart shows the operating points of the system as it was run in the
simulation, this is used to show the immediate adjustment in rotor torque and the slower
dynamic of the system speed. As soon as the slower dynamics of the system are given a chance
to react to the increased rotor torque the system stabilizes at the maximum efficiency curve at

the speed of ¯ and torque of Tc. The system was again subject to a change in wind speed, this

time a decrease in wind speed Vw2. The transients of the system forced the torque point down
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to Te. Once the slow dynamics of the system were able to adjust, the system tracked to the
speed of ° and torque of Tb.

This test demonstrated system stability and performance identical to the predicted
performance in the torque speed place dynamic interaction analysis, figure 2.7. The system is
able to track the maximum efficiency curve under positive and negative wind speed transients.
This is important for the robustness of the system. It is a requirement of the control system to
be able to handle all wind speeds between the cut in and cut out wind speeds. Now that this
dynamic interaction is satisfied a closer look into the system’s reaction to transients in wind
speed will be embarked upon.

5.1.2 Transient Simulations
Transient wind speeds could negatively impair the control systems ability to track output power
and therefore endanger the mechanical safety of the components. The validation of the
control system depends upon the ability of the system to track output power under various
transient conditions.
Testing the power maximization control strategy will test the time history output of the control
system as it has been proved that it attains the maximum efficiency curve. The simulation will
test the transient output of the system. Since this is a simulation testing the capabilities of the
system below the rated wind speed a step increase in wind speed from 4 ⁄ to 10 ⁄ is
shown below.
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Figure 5.2: Below Rated Wind Speed Control Strategy Transient Performance

To prove that the system is indeed performing at its maximum point, the steady state values

seen in figure 5.2 will be compared to the values in figure 3.1. The power output value at 4 ⁄
in figure 5.2 is 62 kW while the power output value at 10 ⁄ in figure 5.2 is 940 kW. These

correlate directly with the steady state validated value in figure 3.1 and for this reason it is

within reason to assert that the control system effectively controls the system to operate in a
efficient manner.
From the time history output the settling time of the system can be found. The settling time for
the power maximization control strategy seems to be around 30 seconds. This is an
appropriate value, although a faster response is always sought. The reason for the slow
dynamics is the large rotor inertia as well as the system response in speed. Following this will
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be the simulation results of several key parameters: rotor speed, generator speed, rotor torque,
generator torque, current draw as well as system voltage.
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Figure 5.3: Below Rated Wind Speed Simulation Model Parameters
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The analysis will also cover a decrease in wind speed to see if the transient affects differ from

the positive increase in wind speed. The simulation will be a wind speed drop from 10 ⁄ to
4

⁄ shown below.
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Figure 5.3: Below Rated Wind Speed Control Strategy Transient Performance
There is no significant difference in the outcome from the decrease in wind speed test. The
shape of the curve differs because the system does not have as much internal resistance to
overcome when it decreases speed.
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5.2 Power Tracking Control Validation
5.2.1Transient Simulations
It is inherent to the system that if the reference power is tracked load transients and therefore
fatigue will be alleviated. Smooth power is achieved indirectly by alleviating these loads [18].
The reference power is the power that the turbine produces at the rated speed, which is
11

⁄ for larger commercial wind turbines. This makes the reference power of the wind

turbine presented in this thesis 1.5 MW (Appendix A). It is at this speed that and higher where
mechanical fatigue and other issues begin to arise as the power that can potentially be
delivered to the turbine increases to the third power as wind speed increases. Referencing
figure 4.1, the flat plateau of the power curve is what the power tracking control strategy
attempts to do. A comparison has already been drawn between the three control strategies
developed in chapter 4.3 although all three will be subjected to transient testing in this section.
The above rated wind speed testing will test all three developed control strategies to identify
which strategy has the best transient response. The strategies that will be tested are the
existing control strategy (chapter 4.3.1), the first proposed control strategy (chapter 4.3.2) and
the second control strategy (chapter 4.3.3). The control strategies will be tested for their ability
to satisfactorily track the reference power of the wind turbine. The system will be subject to
positive and negative wind speed transients. From this testing a selection of control strategies
will be made as they will be benchmarked against each other’s performance. Starting the
analysis will be a step increase in wind speed from 14 ⁄ to 22 ⁄ shown below.
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Figure 5.4: Above Rated Wind Speed Control Strategy Transient Performance

From this it can be determined that the existing control strategy and the first proposed control
strategy have transient effects that do not properly track the rated power of the wind turbine.
This has already been shown to be true for steady state conditions. An important characteristic
that can be found from a time history analysis of transient response is the settling time of the
system. The existing control strategy and the first proposed control strategy seem to have a
settling time of over 25 seconds as opposed to the second proposed control strategy which has
a settling time of less than 2 seconds. Following this will be the simulation results of several key
parameters: rotor speed, generator speed, rotor torque, generator torque, current draw as well
as system voltage.
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Figure 5.5: Model Parameters for Power Tracking Transient Testing
Now a transient test of decreasing wind speed will be conducted to see if there is any

difference from the positive transient test. A step decrease in wind speeds from 22 ⁄ to

14 ⁄ is shown below.
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Figure 5.6: Above Rated Wind Speed Control Strategy Transient Performance
From this it can be determined that there is little difference from the positive wind speed
increase transient analysis existing control strategy and the first proposed control strategy do
not accurately track the rated power and the settling time for the two is much greater than the
second proposed control strategy. Because of this poor performance, the existing control
strategy as well as the first proposed control strategy control system will not be studied any
further.
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5.3 CONTROL SYSTEM ROBUSTNESS
It is important to understand that in implementation, the control system is subject to
perturbations and error in the sensors used for feedback. This sensor error could come in the
form of bias or noise; both negatively impact the performance of the control system they serve.
Having a robust control system will be advantageous in efficient system operation.
Developing a control system that can account for the sensor error will establish a robust control
system. To develop a robust control strategy a recount of the dynamics of the system must be
carried out. This analysis will determine how the sensor error will affect the output of the
system.
In both above rated and below rated wind speed both strategies rely on rotor speed. This is the
primary sensor signal that this focus will on to decrease the possible error. The error in this
signal affects both strategies in different ways. For this reason the remaining chapter is broken
up to show the full analysis of both control strategies

5.3.1 Effect of Sensor Error in the Power Maximization Control Strategy
The sensor error in the power maximization control strategy, discussed in chapter 4.2, will only
slightly affect the power output of the system while dramatically affecting the internal
operating conditions. This can be shown in the following analysis. First we must establish the

sensor error equation where #, is the sensor error. Note that this will only affect the inputs to
the control system.

e²f =  + #
Recall the control strategy control input from equation (4.4), shown below.

Z! ∗ W =   − _  + Z! ∗ W W a
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(5.1)

Equation (5.1) is substituted in equation (4.4) and the control input, W , will be transformed as
follows.

Z! ∗ W =   + #



− _  + # + Z! ∗ W W + Z! ∗ # a

(5.2)

Recall the open loop dynamics presented in chapter 2.2, equation (2.18), shown below.
_ S + Z! ∗ W SW a =  − Z! ∗ W − _  + Z! ∗ W W a
When equation (5.2) is combined with the open loop dynamics of the wind turbine system the
closed loop dynamics including sensor error are as follows.

_ S + Z! ∗ W SW a =  −   −  #  + 2 # −  # + Z! ∗ W @Z! ∗ #A

(5.3)
This is dramatically different than what was determined in equation (2.18). The term

 # + Z! ∗ W @Z! ∗ #A can be thought to be a very small value and can be neglected from
the equation. This assertion is possible because the rotor torque is five orders of magnitudes
larger. Also if this analysis was conducted to see the steady state affects of sensor error, the
acceleration terms can be thought of as equal to zero. This gives the following simplification.

0 =  −   −  #  + 2 #

(5.4)

This obviously alters the rotor torque of the system needed to achieve the maximum efficiency
curve. This different torque leads to a new system speed to achieve the maximum efficiency
curve or the maximum output power. The main difference at this point is the change in power
loss. The higher the torque, the higher the current draw and this increases the power loss

term. So if the sensor error yields a positive #, then the increase in power loss will negatively
impact the output power and will in-fact decrease the output power.

The following simulation was conducted to provide a background for the previous discussion.
The simulation was run with a step change in wind speed from 4 ⁄ to 10 ⁄. There were

five separate simulations, one simulation was run as the baseline with no sensor error, and the
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others were simulated with an artificial sensor error. The artificial sensor error is intended to
show the effects of real world sensor bias or noise. The following figures show the effects of
the sensor error on rotor torque and output power.
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Figure 5.7: Rotor Torque Analysis of Sensor Error over a Step Change in Wind Speed
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Figure 5.8: Output Power Analysis of Sensor Error over a Step Change in Wind Speed
From this it can be seen that the effect of sensor error is minimal on output power, yet it
creates a change in the system parameters of rotor torque and consequently rotor speed.

5.3.2 Effect of Sensor Error on Power Tracking Control Strategy
The sensor error in the power tracking control strategy, focusing on the second proposed
control strategy (chapter 4.3.3); will significantly affect the power output of the system, shown
in the following analysis. Using the established sensor error equation (5.1), where # is the

sensor error, the effects on output power reference tracking can be analyzed. The control
system’s feedback input to the control is affected by this sensor error, which will be described
below. Recall the control strategy developed in chapter 4.3.3, the control input equation (4.66)
= 2q ∗W6 s
r
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9

l=©ª 4l«n¬¬
<=

t

By substituting equation (5.1) into (4.66) the following is reached.
=2

9

qr ∗W

6s

l=©ª 4l«n¬¬
<= 4³

t

(5.5)

Recall the closed loop dynamics presented in chapter 4.3.3, equation (4.67), shown below.
l
4l
_ S + Z! ∗ W SW a =  − =©ª  «n¬¬ − _  + Z! ∗ W W a
<=

By substituting in equation (5.1) into equation (4.67) and manipulating the closed loop
dynamics of the wind turbine, an equation for W is found.

9
l
4l
W = 2W∗f 6 ´ − s =©ª «n¬¬ t −   − _  S + Z! ∗ W SW aµ
<= 4³

]

(5.6)

Manipulating the generated power in equation (2.21) by substituting in equation (2.19) the
following is reached.
Wd =  W − ! ∗

(5.7)

Substituting equation (5.5) as well as (5.6) into equation (5.7) the following is found.
Wd =

D 2

9
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(5.8)

This analysis is conducted to see the steady state effects of sensor error, the acceleration terms
can be thought of as equal to zero.
Wd = D2f 6 ´
9
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=©ª
Again these terms can be simplified by pulling the grouped power term ¶ W∗<
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The equation can be altered to extract a singular term that includes #.
Wd = D¦2 6 − 2

4l«n¬¬

(5.10)

³
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(5.11)
The measurement error, #, is prevalent in the reference generator torque term 7

l=©ª 4l«n¬¬
W∗<= 4³

well as, 2< 6 Wd , both of which affect total generated power, Wd . The inclusion of
³

8 as

=

measurement error in the control system will adversely affect the torques of the system as well
as create an offset bias of the generated power.
The following simulation was conducted to provide a background for the previous discussion.

The simulation was run with a step change in wind speed from 14 ⁄ to 22 ⁄. There were

five separate simulations, one simulation was run as the baseline with no sensor error, and the
others were simulated with an artificial sensor error. The artificial sensor error is intended to
show the effects of real world sensor bias or noise. The following figure shows the effects of
the sensor error on output power.
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Figure 5.9: Output Power Analysis of Sensor Error over a Step Change in Wind Speed
The effect of any sensor error in the power tracking control strategy is drastic. The error within
the transmitted signal is carried through to an incorrect output power for the system. The
power is biased from the baseline simulation because of the bias within the sensor. This is
highly undesirable. The system if over the reference power is subjecting the wind turbine to
higher than desired mechanical fatigue. The system if under the reference power is not
extracting the optimal amount possible at the given condition. It is desired to have a control
system that can directly track the reference power that is robust to sensor error.
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5.3.3 Formulation of a Robust Compensator
Because of the potential for error in output power and variance in internal states, it is
important for the control system to be as robust as possible. There is a need to eliminate the

measurement error, #. To achieve this, there needs to be a term that is artificially inserted into
the control system that eliminates error, #. The control system is limited to the inputs of rotor
speed and generator speed. Now we must create a new term that fulfills the objective within
the constraints of the control system. This term is called the error approximation, $.
The error approximation equation is shown below.
9
$ = h©i¬¹=©º − 2W6 Wª»«p©=©º

(5.12)

The error approximation finds the difference between the measured rotor speed as well as the
equivalent generator speed. The difference represents a measure of sensor error. Using the
error approximation in the formulation of the control system output theoretically completely

eliminates of measurement error, #. This is accomplished by using a filtered generator speed.

There will be high frequency transients inherent within the generator speed signal which is why
filtering is required. Passing this high frequency oscillation through to the error approximation
does more harm than good.
Including the error approximation in with the measured system speed is represented below.
h©i¬¹=©º − $ =  + # − $

(5.13)

Ideally, the measurement error and error approximation cancel out.
#−$ =0

(5.14)

So the true rotor speed can be shown to represent the difference between the measured rotor
speed and the error approximation.
 = h©i¬¹=©º − $
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(5.15)

The above inequality is unlikely to occur during transients due to the mismatch of the two
signals of rotor speed and generator speed. It can still be useful in eliminating the sensor error
present in the rotor speed measurement in steady state conditions. Below is the new
formulation of the control system input which includes the error approximation based on
equation (4.67).
=2

9

qr ∗W

6¶

l=©ª 4l«n¬¬
<=h©i¬¹=©º ;¼

·

(5.16)

Once implemented, the closed loop dynamics are the following which mirrors.
_ S + Z! ∗ W SW a =  −

l=©ª 4l«n¬¬
<=

− _  + Z! ∗ W W a

(5.17)

To validate the use of the error approximation, a simulation is conducted. The test is to
undergo a step change in wind speed which will force a transient into the system and test the
use of the robust compensator.
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Figure 5.10: Output Power Analysis of Sensor Error over a Step Change in Wind Speed
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The use of the filter within the robust compensator introduces a time delay into the system that
affects the quality of the output power. The filter affects the output power to the point that
even if there is no robust compensator was introduced into the system the output power will
still maintain the same quality. Therefore the idea that there is a possible error in speed
measurement should still be preserved. Another way to eliminate the uncertainty surrounding
the speed measurement is to build an observer. The observer will estimate the system speed
and will decrease the error within the signal.

5.4 Observer Based Control
Direct measurement of rotor speed is necessary to run the proposed control systems
introduced in chapter 4.2 and chapter 4.3.3. The measurement of system speed using an
encoder or a resolver comes with the possibility of error in measurement. Since the controller

requires the measurement of  , sensing error is likely. Furthermore, the ability of the system
to sense an error in signal is almost impossible. This can be proved by the artificial addition of
error into the system in the form of signal bias shown in the above analysis.
The error in  , affects the output power of the system. The output power is artificially offset

depending on the measurement error. This is not acceptable for the wind turbines functioning
as the error may cause the operation to be at a point of mechanical failure or suboptimal
operation decreasing the total energy extraction capability.
For these reasons a more robust measurement approach is preferred to ensure optimal
operation of the wind turbine. An observer is introduced to monitor the indirect effects of the
internal states on the generator speed. System voltage is one of the outputs that is easily
measureable, and model based. The observer allows for the system speed to be observed as
well as the error within the state to converge to zero. The observer is essentially a filter added
to the signal which will assist with the robustness of the measurement.
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The motor voltage is a variable that can be measured as it is the armature voltage of the
generator. The motor equation relates speed with voltage and current draw, given in equation
(2.19). This equation uses generator speed as opposed to the needed variable of rotor speed,
the gear ratio can be used to relate the two variables in implementation.
=  W − !
A manipulation of the equation can give us system speed, shown below.
W½i«½ =

34

q©hª

(5.18)

The above equation is also reliant on the motor which is a control input and hence known.

With a good approximation of the variables of the motor ( , ! ) W can be calculated
as opposed to being measured.

The observer design manipulates the error between the estimated ¾W and the calculated W½i«½ .

There is a first order dynamic associated with the error to ensure that the error will tend to
zero.

SW½i«½ − ¾W = − 2W½i«½ − ¾W 6 ,  > 0

(5.19)

Since SW½i«½ is necessary to guarantee exponential convergence of ¾W to W½i«½ , but is

unknown, we neglect SW½i«½ and update the equation as follows.

−¾W = −@W½i«½ − ¾W A

(5.20)

The above equation guarantees that ¾W tracks W½i«½ with bounded error. This represents the

dynamics of the observer. The variable ¾W is now used as the system speed. Now the input to

the control system is the system voltage, and from this the system speed can be observed from
this variable.
A brief validation of the observer is needed for proof of concept. A simple step change in wind
speed is used to test the new observer based control.
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Figure 5.11: Signal Testing, Comparison Plot of Estimated and Actual Signal

It is important to note that the variables of the motor ( , ! ) will not be known

exactly and could change over time. With this consideration, we next perform a stability

analysis of the observer discussed above. What can be done is to prove that the speed error
will be bounded based on the error in the motor parameters from equation (5.20).

SW½i«½ − SW½i«½ − ¾W = − 2W½i«½ − ¾W 6
W½i«½ =

− !w
 ,

− != 

(5.21)
(5.22)

If the substitution is made for motor constant parameter error into equation (5.21), the right
side of the equation produces the error between the calculated and observed system speed.
Also the left hand side of the equation produces the first order error dynamic of the calculated
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and observed system speed. Substituting the estimated parameters into equation (5.22) leaves
the following.
 ∗ W½i«½ =

− !¿Q
,
¿¿¿¿¿¿¿


− != 

(5.23)

Leaving the error for the observer being the following.
|¢ = W½i«½ −  ∗ W½i«½

(5.24)

Therefore, the actual observer is as follows.

−¾W = −@ ∗ W½i«½ − ¾W A


−¾W = −@W½i«½ − |¢ − ¾W A

(5.25)
(5.26)

Now we can take the substitution of the right side of (5.26) and place it into the right side of
(5.21) we get the following.

SW½i«½ − SW½i«½ − ¾W = −@| − |¢ A, | = W½i«½ − ¾W

(5.27)

As mentioned before we neglect SW½i«½ , as well we can simplify terms into the first derivative of
the error equation, equation (5.27) simplifies to the following.
| = −@| − |¢ A

(5.28)

With this development, we can now introduce the Lyapunov candidate.
=

9 
|


 = || = −|  + ||¢

(5.29)
(5.30)

We can now manipulate the derivative of the Lyapunov candidate to see the stability properties
of the candidate.
 ≤ −||| + |||||¢ |
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(5.31)

 ≤ −@1 − ∅A||| − ∅||| + |||||¢ |, 0 < ∅ < 1
 ≤ −@1 − ∅A||| ∀ ||| > ||¢ |w
∅

(5.32)
(5.33)

This implies that the observer error, |, will converge towards zero as long as ||| >

||¢ |
w
∅

where |¢ is the parameter error due to uncertainty in the knowledge of ( , ! ).

Figure 5.11 shows the error in output power caused by an error in parameter values within the
observer. The parameter error can be accounted for in implementation as the output power is
an important output to measure, and testing for error in the power would be a priority.
With the implementation of this observer, the signal quality can be adjusted based on testing.
After tuning of the motor constant parameter, the observer can be thought of as a robust
observer capable of delivering a true signal to the control system. With the observer now in
place, the control strategies for both above and below rated wind speed have some robustness
properties. This concept needs to be tested at the rated wind speed to identify what, if any,
deficiencies are present within the control system.
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Figure 5.12: Observer Parameter Error Effect on Output Power

5.5 Model-Based Parameter Estimations
There are additional estimations that will be needed. The system can operate with only the
measurement of the system voltage, which is desired, yet there are other parameters that are
used by the proposed control strategies that need to be known, or in this case estimated. The
use of only the voltage sensor in the measurement of system parameters is desired. To
continue this there needs to be a generated power estimation as well as a rotor torque
estimation. These are simple model-based parameter estimations that are created within the
control system that can estimate the parameter instead of requiring its direct measurement.
The power observer is based off of equation (2.21), it is listed below as reference.
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 =

∗

This is simply created in the control system as part of the block diagram. This is used for the
application of extremum seeking control (chapter 4.2.2) as well as for control system switching
(chapter 5.5).
The torque based observer is based off of equation (2.20), it is listed below as a reference.
W = 
With the manipulation of equation (5.34), the equation for the observer becomes equation
(5.35).
 = Z! ∗ W

 = Z! ∗ 

(5.34)
(5.35)

Thus the motor constant  , the gear ration as well as the load current can be used to estimate
the generator torque and rotor torque. This is simply created in the control system. The

comparison between the observed torque and the actual measured torque can be seen in
figure 5.12. A simple simulation is run to see the difference between the direct measurement
and the parameter estimation. The simulation is a transient step change of wind speeds.
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Figure 5.13: Measured Versus Observed Torque Comparison
In figure 5.12 there is a difference between the estimated parameter and the measured
parameter. This is because using only measurements from the electrical sub-system, the load
current, and the exact mechanical sub-system internal states are not known. This creates a
difference because the mechanical portion of the wind turbine is subject to wind speed
fluctuations that can be seen as the large spike of the rotor torque direct measurement. The
estimated parameter is based off of the current draw, which does not react as quickly to wind
speed fluctuations. This same scenario has been discussed in chapter 2.5 as part of the
dynamic interactions inherent within the wind turbine. The steady state error is acceptable for
the system. This can be seen in figure 5.14, the output power from the same simulation as in
figure 5.13 does not differ between simulation run with the estimated parameter and the
simulation run based off of the direct measurement of rotor torque.
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Figure 5.14: Observed Versus Measured Rotor Torque Power Output Comparison

5.6 Control System Switching
Now that control systems have been developed for below rated wind speed (chapter 4.2) and
above rated wind speed (chapter 4.3.3) the control systems must be combined for the controls
to operate over all wind speeds between the cut in and cut out wind speed. For this a switch is
used. The idea behind the switch is to operate under one condition until a threshold, or switch
condition is met, at which time the control system is switched from one to the other. It is
important to assign the correct switch condition, and to make sure that the two control system
outputs are at the same value at the time of switch.
The development of the switch condition is the most crucial part of the control system
switching. The switch condition developed is based on the generator voltage as well as the
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current load. These signals are used to observe the output power of the system. The equation
used to develop the estimated power can be seen below, equation (2.21).
 =

∗

This equation calculates the system power from a generator perspective. The switch is set up
so that when the following inequality in equation (5.36) is true, the control system is using the
power tracking strategy while if the inequality is false then the system is using the power
maximization strategy.
 ≥ 

(5.36)

As mentioned, it is important to validate that the current draw from both control strategies are
identical at the point when the switch occurs. To help define the interaction, it is useful to
draw on the torque speed relationship within the wind turbine. Figure 5.15 below shows the
maximum efficiency curve plotted against the reference power curve on the torque speed
plane. This shows the switch point as well as highlights the expected output over the course of
several wind speeds. The torque at the switch point is high compared the rest of operation.
This is because the current increases at this point, seen in figure 5.17, to track the outputs from
the two separate control strategies. Notice that the generator reactive torque will drop off at
higher speeds. This is important to highlight because rotor torque will be quite high at high
wind speeds. The reactive torque at higher speeds is quite low, and at a point will become too
low to guard against high wind gusts leading to possible system damage.
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Torque Speed Plane - Control System Analysis
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Figure 5.15: Torque Speed Relationship and Switch Point
Current Output During Control System Switching
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Figure 5.16: Current Output during Control System Switch Point
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It can be seen from figure 5.15 that the current draw oscillates once it crosses the switch point.
This is not desired operation. The solution to fix this for proper operation within the control
system is to introduce a time delay to the operation. This is accomplished with the use of a
simple first order filter. The filter is used for removing the high frequency oscillations that are
present in the system depicted in figure 5.16. With the filter implemented, another simulation
was conducted to validate the use of the controller switch.
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Figure 5.17: Current Output during the Control System Switch with a Filter

The filter is also tested against slow wind speed transients to ensure proper operation in worst
case scenarios. The simulation is shown below in figure 5.18. The wind speed transient was a
ramped increase in wind speed from 11.5
complete.
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Current Output During Control System Switching
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Figure 5.18: Current Output during a Worst Case Scenario Transient

Following this will be the simulation results of several key parameters: rotor speed, generator
speed, rotor torque, generator torque, current draw as well as system voltage. This will
highlight what the parameters are doing as the switch occurs.
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Model Parameters - Rotor Torque
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Figure 5.19: Model Parameters during a Control System Switch
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Chapter 6
Conclusions
Through the development of the wind turbine model and control system there has been an
increase in our understanding of wind turbine systems. The practical implementation of
literature models and outlines of the suggested control schemes has allowed the exploration of
new techniques into the control of the efficiency of the wind turbine system. During the
development of the wind turbine model a great deal of understanding occurred as far as
identifying the main interactions of the internal dynamics. This has led to the proposal of novel
control systems.
The surveyed control strategies have been found to be suitable as a starting point for controls
development. The strategy outlined in [3] was found to be satisfactory for implementation
although it did not take into account robustness. The strategy outlined in [5] was found to not
be satisfactory in that it did not accurately track the rated power of the system. From this two
new control strategies were developed to possibly solve the control problem. One of the newly
developed strategies was found to be able to track the rated power as well as be robust. It was
from this point that true novel control strategies could be developed.
A focus of the thesis has been to have the control system remain grounded in actual
implementation. For this reason a study of the control system robustness has been intensive
and complete. Also the control system has been designed so that it eliminates the possible
shortcomings of a non-robust system, primarily in the form of the reduction of sensors.
Additionally, the reduction of sensors has allowed for increased signal integrity in the form of
observers and filters. The reduction of sensors has dramatically reduced the cost of the system.
This is a highlight of the novel system in that it achieves a very high efficiency output with a
very basic, simple and inexpensive input measurement. Another form of robustness is the use
of adaptive control methods [6] in the power maximization control strategy. The adaptive
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control means that the control system needs nothing more than a rough estimate of a system
parameter to attain desirable performance. This is desired because some parameters of the
system are not directly measurable.
A highlight of the novel system is the use of extremum seeking control [17] methods derived
from adaptive control. From the cut-in wind speed to the rated wind speed the energy
extraction is based on the maximum efficiency curve defined in the torque-speed plane. If the
maximum efficiency curve is not properly defined in the control system then the achieved
power may not be the maximum possible with the given wind turbine system. The use of
extremum seeking control allows for the robustness of the maximum efficiency curve and will
also pressure the system to continually seek the maximum power available at the given wind
speed. This ensures that the maximum energy is extracted given any wind speed below rated
wind speed.
Another highlight of the novel system is that the control system is developed with generic
parameters. The control system can be scaled to any size wind turbine system. As long as the
easily measureable parameters of rotor radius, motor resistance and gear ratio are known, the
control requires only rough estimates of the remaining variables to achieve maximum efficiency
operation. This characteristic is essential for the control system engineer in that he/she will be
tasked to develop a control system for a group of similar systems, and not several individual
control systems for the group. This method is desirable from a design standpoint.
The thesis presents a desirable control system that is proven to be robust to sensor and
parameter error as well as extract the maximum energy as possible. The novel control system
developed is based in part on literature as well as the dynamic systems model of the wind
turbine which is also based on literature.
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Appendix A
Wind Turbine Parameters
%% Wind Turbine Model Parameters %%%
% Aerodynamic Subsystem
Rrotor = 35; %m
Vwind = Step_O; %m/s
rho = 1.225; %kg/m^3
pi = 3.1415;
% Mechanical Subsystem
Dr = 1000; %Nms/rad
Dg = .02; %Nms/rad
Dls = 13000; %Nms/rad
Dhs = 30; %Nms/rad
Kls = 100000000; %Nm/rad
Khs = 17000; %Nm/rad
Jr = 4915797.5; % Kgm^2
Jg = .1; %kgm^2
GR = 210; % Gear Ratio
IC = 151; % Initial Generator Speed
% Generator Subsystem
K_b = 10; %Motor Coefficient
K_t = 10; %Motor Coefficient
Rg = 1.2; %Ohm %1000
p = 1; %Pole Pairs - Simple DC Motor
f = 60; %hz
% Filter
wc = 15; % Corner Frequency
t = .125; % Current Filter
MError = 1; % Sensor Error
K = 100; %Observer Error Gain
% Power Maximization Controller
L_opt = 6.32498;%*MError;
Cp_opt = .43821;
B_opt = 0;
kt = .5*rho*pi*Rrotor^5*Cp_opt*(1/(L_opt^3));
% Power Tracking Controller
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Pref = 1500000; %W Reference Power
% Adaptive Control Law
De_Hat = 2200; % Inital Guess %Nms/rad
Gamma = 250; % Coeff for Adaptive Law
% Extremum Seeking Control Parameters
a = .25; % Extremum Pertubation Coefficient
w = .5; % Pertubation Frequency
wh = .1; % Highpass Filter Corner Frequency
wl = .1; % Lowpass Filter Corner Frequency
k = .15; % Integrator Gain - k = .035;
ic = 1.00; % Initial Condition for Extremum Seeking
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